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POLISH CONFECTIONERY 
PLOTTERS MANUFACTURER
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ABOUT IMAGO

IMAGO PRINTER is the only Polish company producing devices directly 
decorating almost any confectionery substrate. We are a team of experien-
ced specialists associated with the printing industry since 2013. We create 
with passion guaranteeing our customers the highest quality products.  
Direct printing technology speeds up and improves the baking decoration 
process while reducing costs of the ornaments. Our company is waiting for 
all those who want to automate the process of decorating their products, 
and significantly reduce the time and cost of production. 
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DISCOVER 
FOOD PRINTING  
OF A NEW 
GENERATION

Confectionery plotters are modern devices that allow for photo-quality 
printout on virtually any confectionery substrate. Our machines are designed 
from scratch by experienced engineers associated with the digital printing 
industry for many years. We are the only Polish company producing confec-
tionery plotters. We took care of the smallest details to eliminate compe-
tition errors and launch a good product that will allow Polish confectionery 
industry to grow.

     PRINTING DIRECTLY 
     ON PRODUCTS
Our devices allow for printing directly 
on countless amounts of food products. 
You don’t need any intermediate com-
ponents - put the product on the table 
and print. Unprecedented quality of 
printouts on cookies, macaroons, lolli-
pops, jelly beans, ice cream cones and 
cakes with any substrate will delight 
more than one customer. Thanks to our 
devices, creating decorations becomes 
quick and comfortable. 
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     MACHINES ADAPTED 
     TO CONFECTIONERY
Both Falco and Vulpes were made 
of high class materials, guaranteeing  
a long service life of devices. Stiff me-
chanical design ensures high stability 
and eliminates vibrations, a permanent 
ruler integrated  with the computer gu-
arantees print repeatability. The plotters 
work quiet and their usage is easy and 
fast. The buttons are working with glo-
ves and devices are protected against 
dust and moisture.

     ERROR-FREE 
     PRECISE POSITIONING
The confectionery plotter is equip-
ped into a modern system allowing 
fully automatic height detection.  
Table with a non-washable ruler allows 
exact placement of the product in the 
place of printing. In case of printing 
large amounts of small sweets such 
as pralines or jelly beans, you can use 
matrices that additionally accelerate the  
decoration process.

INK SAFETY
Food inks applied in printers are com-
pletely safe and non-toxic. They are 
similar to dyes commonly used in con-
fectionery. They were created in accor-
dance with stringent EU standards for 
food products.
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We present FALCO - the new generation confectionery plotter.
This innovative solution is perfect for creating cake decorations,

 monoportions and smaller cakes.

Check out how Falco can
revolutionize your business!

Print format:
Media thickness:

Printing technology:
Number of printheads:

Colors:
Resolution:

Printer power supply:
Connectors:

Operating system:
Working Environment:

Outer size:
Weight:

Manufacturer’s warranty:

Copies support      Automatic item detection
Stable worktable      Permanent Ruler

500 mm x 200 mm
up to 150 mm
edible digital printing ink 
1 x Epson micro Piezo™
Black, Cyan, Yellow, Magenta
up to 5760 x 1440 dpi
220 - 240V, do 200W
USB
Windows 10/8/7, MAC
21-28˚C, 35-60%
450 mm x 500 mm x 1050 mm
40 kg
12 months
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     PHOTOGRAPHIC 
     PRINT QUALITY
Falco enables printing in photo quali-
ty even on the most difficult surfaces.  
The machine allows you to get bri-
ght, natural colors and show even 
the smallest details on: the glaze mir-
ror, chocolate, food suede, shortcrust  
pastry or isomalt.

                              SIMPLE AND 
           INTUITIVE OPERATION
You will learn to print on Falco in…  
15 minutes. Thanks to thoughtful desi-
gn and intuitive manipulation, persons 
working with the confectionery plotter 
don’t have to be professional opera-
tors. In the case of serial printing, the 
device is operated with one-button.  
A non-dripping bottles system guaran-
tees not only clean, but also fast and  
comfortable exploitation.

                            SMALL SIZES, 
              BIG OPPORTUNITIES
Thanks to its small size, the Falco will 
fit every cake shop. The device is ide-
al for printing on small confectionery 
products such as: biscuits, macaroons, 
pralines and lollipops. At the same time 
the plotter can easily handle printing on 
small cakes up to 15 cm height!

     SAVE TIME IN 
     SERIAL PRINTING
Shorten the production time signifi-
cantly, thanks to automatic decoration 
of confectionery products. Preparation 
of 40 macaroons with a printout takes 
just 5 minutes! Falco limits the quan-
tity of activities in the entire process 
to a minimum. Simultaneous usage of 
special cartridges and cleaner ensure 
safe stop during times of less traffic and 
single orders.
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Print format:
Media thickness:

Printing technology:
Number of printheads:

Colors:

Resolution:
Printer power supply: 

Connectors:
Operating system:

Working Environment:
Outer size:

Weight:
Manufacturer’s warranty: 

650 mm x 320 mm
up to 150 mm
digital inkjet, colour
1 x Epson micro Piezo™
Black, Cyan, Yellow, Magenta, 
Light Cyan, Light Magenta
up to 5760 x 1440 dpi
220 - 240V, do 200W
USB
Windows 10/8/7, MAC
21-28˚C, 35-60%
625 mm x 650 mm x 1150 mm
60 kg
12 months

Meet VULPES - a confectionery plotter for larger needs.
This innovative solution is perfect for decoration large cakes or cookies 

and monoportions in mass production.

Check out how Vulpes can expand your business!

Copies support       Automatic item detection       Stable worktable 
Permanent ruler       Dust and water resistant
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     EXTREMELY HIGH  
     PRINT QUALITY
Thanks to the use of the 6-color system 
Vulpes ink plotter allows you to print 
in the highest quality. The decorations 
are characterized with vivid colors and 
perfect detail mapping. All of this directly 
on the surface of the cake covered with: 
mirror glaze, chocolate, butter, cream… 
and whatever you want!

                         COMFORT AND 
            EFFICIENCY OF WORK
Intuitive manipulation and thoughtful 
design will make the work fast and sim-
ple. We only support serial printing with 
one button. The device is adapted to 
work in difficult conditions such as: dust 
and moisture. Bottles with ink ensure 
high efficiency without need to refill ink 
and the communicating controls will 
warn you if there is such a need.

                             ADAPTED TO 
CONFECTIONERY FORMATS
The Vulpes plotter is specially adapted 
to the size of standard confectionery 
GN 1/1 sheet. It has no problem with 
decorating the cake with any substrate 
up to 32 cm in diameter and 15 cm in he-
ight. Additionally, our device also works 
well for printing on cookies, pralines  
or macaroons.

     DURABILITY IN  
     CONTINUOUS  
     SERIAL OPERATION
Thanks to a durable structure and vo-
luminous ink bottles, the device suits 
perfectly for continuous work. Additio-
nally, automatic decoration significantly 
shortens production time. Printing of 25 
cakes with a diameter of 30 cm takes 
only 1 hour! Quantity of steps in a whole 
process is kept to a minimum: place 
the products on the table and start the 
machine with one button.
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CHOCOLATE
You can decorate not only a whole 
chocolate bar, but also pralines, wafers 
and cakes (ganache) covered with it. 
To obtain a good quality printout, the 
surface of the chocolate should not be 
completely crystallized. Therefore, you 
should print on it right after pouring or 
gently liquefy the thin, top layer with  
a heat gun. Chocolate prints are perfect 
for creating personalized gifts.

MIRROR GLAZE
Glossy, mirror-like glaze allows you to 
create decorations for cakes and mono-
portions in photo quality. There should 
be no water in the composition of the 
glaze used for printing. When prepa-
ring such a product for printing, cover 
the cake with a thin layer of fat-based 
cream in order to remove the escaping 
moisture. Then apply a mirror glaze and 
print the selected graphic.

A GUIDE OF 
CONFECTIONERY 
SUBSTRATES

Thanks to the use of confectionery plotters, you can create decorations 
for macaroons, cookies, lollipops, as well as cakes covered with almost 
any confectionery substrate. What is more, the properties of a specific 
substrate affect the appearance of the graphics, giving it a completely  
different character. Mirror glaze, ganache or food gel make the printed image 
glossy. However, on sugar mass, confectionery suede or powdered sugar, 
the decoration will be matte. The color of the substrate is mixed with the 
color of the graphics, so the best results are obtained on bright products.  
Below you can find the descriptions of selected substrates that can be de-
corated on a confectionery plotter.
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CARAMEL
The caramel surface for decoration sho-
uld be sticky. In order to achieve this 
effect, it should be slightly heated, e.g. 
with a heat gun. After printing a flat piece 
of caramel, it can be gently formed to 
create a three-dimensional decoration. 
Various occasional inscriptions will work 
perfectly on the candies, and colorful 
lollipops with a character from a favorite 
fairy tale will surely attract the attention 
of children.

JELLY
A delicate, fruity product often used as 
a finish for the top layer of cakes and 
desserts in cups. Before printing, the 
jelly must be concentrated and dry, 
without the „dew” effect. Its surface 
should be sticky. Transparent jelly allows 
you to get a unique three-dimensional 
decoration effect.

SUGAR MASS
Thanks to the use of confectionery plot-
ters, making decorations from sugar 
mass is much easier and faster. Printing 
is perfect for decorating gingerbread 
cookies, creating toppers and other 
spatial decorative elements of cakes or 
cupcakes. It is best to roll out an even 
piece of sugar mass to the size of the 
plotter table, and after printing, cut out 
the shape of the cookie. Brighter colors 
will come out on a freshly rolled sugar 
mass, but you can also dry product 
fragments, such as muffin rings, and 
print them at any time.
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BUTTER CREAM
Butter cream should be at room tempe-
rature during decoration. It is important 
to deaerate the mass before applying it 
to the cake, so that the print surface is 
smooth and the decoration is prettier. 
To make sure the cake is even, you can 
brush the top of the cake while it is still 
in the confectionary edge.

CRISPY COOKIES
You just have to put such cookies on the 
plotter table and print. It is important not 
to have too much flour on the surface. 
Decorated biscuits can be served with  
a coffee in a cafe or be a colorful ad-
dition to the confectionery counter.  
Decorated biscuits can be sold by piece 
as well as gift sets for Valentine’s Day, 
Mother’s Day or Christmas.

ICING
Icing appears in two forms: thick, used, 
for example, to decorate gingerbread 
cookies, and runny, for example, to coat 
donuts. Depending on what product 
we are dealing with, we prepare it dif-
ferently for printing. The runny icing 
can be decorated after drying, the ink 
will be absorbed without any problem.  
On the other hand, thick icing, it is best 
to print fresh, not yet crystallized, and 
then dry with, for example, fans.
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WAFERS
Wafers are the perfect crispy addition 
to ice cream and desserts. A printed 
logo of an ice cream shop, a fairy tale 
character or any inscription will undo-
ubtedly attract customers and will be 
remembered by them. Graphics look 
best on flat wafers. The shallower the 
checkered pattern is, the better.

DECORATIVE PACKAGING
Food-grade ink can also be printed 
on packages that have an absorbent 
structure. Such surfaces are, for exam-
ple, cardboard or unpainted wood.  
Thanks to this, having a confectionery 
plotter, you can also make persona-
lized gift boxes or business cards for  
a confectionery workshop.

FOOD GEL
It gives shine to cakes and monoportions 
and prevents them from drying out.  
Gel used for printing decoration must 
not contain water. As in the case of mirror 
glaze, when preparing such a product 
for printing, cover the cake with a thin 
layer of fat-based cream to stop the 
escaping moisture. The printed colors 
come out very vivid, thanks to which 
we obtain an effect similar to that on 
photo paper.

MACAROONS
Colorful macaroons decorated with 
print are perfect for afternoon tea, as 
well as a personalized gift or thank you.  
The company logo, a dedicated in-
scription or a photo should be printed on 
the macaron halves before translating 
with cream. Such an arrangement will 
be stable and will ensure the same he-
ight of products, thanks to which we will 
obtain the best quality of decorations.
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CONTACT

IMAGO Printer Sp. z o. o.
ul. Ratuszowa 11, bud. 5, pok. 122

03-450 Warszawa

SALES DEPARTMENT
Dariusz Żebrowski 

tel.: 695 234 513 
dzebrowski@imagoprinter.com

SALES DEPARTMENT
Przemysław Siwy 
tel.: 579 741 817 

psiwy@imagoprinter.com 

SALES DEPARTMENT
Hubert Feder 

tel.: 579 722 442 
hfeder@imagoprinter.com 

MARKETING
Weronika Pasińska 

tel: 721 588 483 
wpasinska@imagoprinter.com

PASTRY CHEF
Agnieszka Kozłowska 

tel.: 606 391 735
akozlowska@imagoprinter.com 

SERVICE
Piotr Cegłowski 
tel: 579 736 624 

serwis@imagoprinter.com 
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1. Roll out the fondant evenly, trim to 
the required size. 
2. Place the fondant on food printer 
IMAGO and print the graphic. 
3. Cut out the shapes using the molds. 
4. Form ballet shoes and ribbons from 
the cut out elements and place them on
the cake.

HOW TO
MAKE FONDANT 
BALLET SHOES


